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INTRODUCTION
Inspired by the picturesque coastline of Northern Denmark’s Limfjord in the
Municipality of Skive, Jacob Jensen Design created the Skive Collection;
a sanitary ware series that offers a unique bathroom experience where
minimalistic Scandinavian design and COTTO’s cutting-edge production
technology meet.
Apart from being the origin of the collection’s name, the isolated landscape
has been the home and inspiration of the leading Danish design consultancy
since 1966. The epic surrounding is translated into the core elements of Skive
Collection’s aesthetics that gives birth to the stylishly curated forms of wash
basin, faucet, toilet and shower panel.
SKIVE Collection is a masterpiece, tailored for high quality living through
modern technology and user-oriented functionalities. Essentially, it enfolds
the intertwined connection of nature, innovation and Scandinavian lifestyle.
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ABOVE COUNTER WASH BASIN
With Jacob Jensen Design’s iconic design
language, the architecture of Skive Collection
wash basin is realized to exhibit sleek lines
and graphic silhouette. The contrast of
surfaces and elemental materials embody
the aesthetics of modern Scandinavian interior
space where different colors and finishes are
naturally derived and coexist.
The tapered outline and geometric arrangement
of surfaces come with user-driven functional
details, from the clearly defined dry and wet
areas that optimize daily use to the thin grooves
around the rectangle-shaped drain for water
evacuation.
The warm teak wood tray with geometrically
cut shape creates a controlled space for
personal bathroom accessories and can be
freely placed on the basin to suit your needs
or simply be put on the countertop as
a bathroom organizer.

C00350
Above counter wash basin
+ Wood tray
Dimension:
80.5 x 52 x 23.5 cm
Weight: 8.71 kg
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LEVER HANDLE BASIN MIXER
Embracing the balanced contrast of colors,
spaces and surfaces, the pivotal characteristics
found in modern Scandinavian interiors that
inspirit Skive Collection, the faucet stylishly
complements the basin’s materiality of
premium white ceramic with its distinguishable
black-satin coated surface.
The tapered edges of the lever offer seamless
operation and visually correspond with the
wash basin’s profile with subtly colored lines
indicating the water temperature.
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CT2281A #BL

CT1169A #BL

Lever handle basin mixer

Single handle basin

Dimension:
19.5 x 12.7 x 3.5 cm

Dimension:
19.5 x 12.7 x 3.5 cm

Weight: 1.8 kg

Weight: 1.8 kg
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ONE PIECE TOILET
The Skive Collection toilet is materialized into a
design that expresses modern minimalist with
its tapered sides and edgy white ceramic being
the shared features with the collection’s wash
basin.
The flush buttons are coated with black satin
finish, adding unique contrast and character
to the piece.

C102807
One piece toilet
Dimension:
41 x 71.5 x 65 cm
Weight: 46.34 kg
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TOUCH SCREEN SHOWER PANEL
Speaking the same design language, the Skive
Collection shower panel embraces modern
Scandinavian design with its streamlined,
monolithic piece and beautifully contradicting
surfaces of high gloss black and sandblast
matte black.

CT844
Touch screen shower panel
Dimension:
20.5 x 146.7 x 57.9 cm
Weight: 24.4 kg

The touchscreen controller is easy to operate
with simple and organized interface that can
provide preset memory of your favorite water
flow and temperature.
The overhead shower’s incredibly refreshing
rainfall is the work of multiple nozzles discreetly
integrated into the upper part of the shower’s
body. The hand shower is designed into a
geometric shape with a magnetic attachment
that can be easily held in place on the shower’s
body, providing a convenient, seamless and
magical shower experience
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ABOUT JACOB JENSEN DESIGN

CONTACTS

Established in 1958 in Copenhagen, Denmark, Jacob Jensen Design has risen
to be the most award-winning design consultancy in Scandinavia. Today, they
operate out of Denmark, China and Thailand. Their classic yet visionary design
language involves impeccable craftsmanship and design sensibility, giving them
the status as a leader on the international design scene.

COTTO Showroom Don Muang,
36/11 Vibhavadee Rangsit Rd., Sanam Bin,Don Muang,
Bangkok 10210, Thailand
Tel: 0-2521-7777 Fax: 0-2551-1065
Email : cottolib@scg.com
SCG EXPERIENCE

With more than half a century’s worth of experience in design, innovation,
technology and communication, Jacob Jensen Design continues to influence
and enrich the world through innovative total design solutions.

1444 Ladprao 87 Praditmanutham
Tel: 0-2101-9922
COTTO STUDIO Chiang Mai
43/5-8 Moda Place, Nimmanhemin Soi 7,

www.jacobjensendesign.com

Suthep, Muang, Chiang Mai 50200, Thailand
Tel: 053-226-726 Fax: 053-226-727
Email : cottochm@scg.com
COTTO STUDIO Phuket
1/6-8 Dibuk Rd., Taladyai, Muang,
Phuket 83000, Thailand
Tel: 076-217-888 Fax: 076-217-886
Email : cottopkt@scg.com
Siam Sanitary Ware Industry Co., Ltd.
36/11 Vibhavadee Rangsit Rd., Sanam Bin,
Don Muang, Bangkok 10210, Thailand
Siam Sanitary Fittings Co., Ltd.
36/11 Vibhavadee Rangsit Rd., Sanam Bin,
Don Muang, Bangkok 10210, Thailand
www.cotto.com
www.facebook.com/cottoofficial
Disclaimer:
All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only.
Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.
The detail information in this print may be modified
or updated without prior notice.
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